




• Lighting

Are we making money yet? 
With young plants, there are several ways to evaluate prof
itability from indoor growing. One approach is to calculate 
how benefits in reduced crop time or reduced crop shrinkage 
(losses) might exceed the cost of $3.83 per tray over four 
weeks in Table 2. Crops that have a high sales value. small 
size. and either high shrinkage rate or slow rooting time in 
the greenhouse are good candidates for indoor production. 

Break-even reduction in shrinkage: There's an economic 
value from plants that successfully root indoors that would 
otherwise die in the greenhouse. A break-even number of 
extra saleable plants (i.e., the reduction in shrinkage) can be 
calculated that would pay for the extra cost of indoor produc
tion compared with lower greenhouse cost. This number 
equals the additional indoor production cost per tray/sales 
value per plant. 

At UF, we·ve been working with tissue-culture blueberry 
microcuttings in 288-trays grown for four weeks indoors with 
a sales value of $0.60 per plant. In that case, $3.83 cost per 
tray to grow indoors (from Table 2)/$0.60 = 7 extra plants per 
tray (3% less shrinkage in a 288 tray) to pay for the additional 
production cost indoors. We've easily exceeded this threshold 
for blueberries. 

Reduced crop time: The crop time for blueberry in a 288-
count tray in greenhouses during the summer is around 10 
weeks. In four weeks, we can root the plants indoors and fin
ish them for two weeks in a greenhouse. Starting young 
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plants indoors, and then finishing them in a lower-cost green
house. means that we can increase the turnover of plants and 
reduce cost. By reducing greenhouse production time from 10 
to two weeks, there's five times the potential crop turnover 
(and net profit) in the greenhouse. If the net profit from grow
ing other crops for eight weeks in the open greenhouse space 
exceeds $3.83 per tray, that would more than pay for the 
indoor space. 

In conclusion 

In this article, we've provided information that you can adapt 
to analyze costs and profitability of indoor growing of young 
plants. We encourage you to do your own calculations and test 
this emerging technology in your operation.® 
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